We investigate how the quantum mechanicalposition operator can be defined for elementary systems so that the connection, postulated by the special theory of relatively, between velocity (the time derivative of the position) and momentum remains valid.
The relation between momentum F and velocity u zero mass and arbitrary spin s, as well as systems of in relativistic classical mechanics is the well-known zero mass and s = 0 and 1/2. Whereas the momentumformula velocity relation which we derive is true for all such =~.,~systems, our procedure will be more transparent if and it follows that the expectation value, at t = 0, of broader than that of an elementary particle) of definite the position operator q is mass m it was shown [4] using invariance principles
only, that eq. (1) holds in quantum mechanics if the (q(0)) = (27r)3J '(,fei" p~i/2cI~(p)) velocity is defined as /~r/&, with the time interval 0 t so long that the initial and final uncertainties of / dF' the position are of no consequence. If this is the case, X r~fe1rPP~/2t(P)~~_jd, it is not necessary to define these positions exactly 0/ i.e. the position operator does not have to be specified dF r p fully. It is our purpose here to extend these considera- Thus, using eq. (2), we obtain References
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where u = (PIP 0). 
